Errata and Clarifications

1.6.4 Total Muslim Opposition
Clarification: The Muslim League gains victory points for Opposition is any Muslim spaces.

1.10 Protest Markers
Clarification: Two Available Protests are placed when Gandhi is arrested during Assault (3.2.4) and Govern (4.2.2).

2.1 Set Up
Clarification: Set up all Guerrillas Underground. Set up all Activists that start in Protest spaces Active; set up all others Inactive.

Short Scenario Setup

MAJOR Typo: Setup list omits Muslim League Base in Punjab. The map graphic is correct.

MAJOR Typo: Setup map incorrectly shows a Passive Support marker in Bombay Presidency. Setup list is correct.

3.3.3 Civil Disobedience
Clarification: Congress may select spaces with Congress Activists up to Restraint, plus any spaces with a Protest marker or with Gandhi. The Muslim League may select spaces with Muslim League Activists up to Unity, plus any spaces with a Muslim League Base.

4.4.1 Muslim League Negotiate
Clarification: The illustration does not show moving the Troop in East Bengal to a City after a Muslim State is created. The text of the illustration correctly notes that the Troop must move, in this example to Calcutta.

4.4.3 Muslim League Persuade
Clarification: Persuade may not remove Gandhi.

8.7.2 NP Congress Satyagraha
Clarification: Always consult the Move or Release Gandhi column of the NP Congress Space Selection Priorities table to determine where Gandhi will move. Gandhi may even “move in place” if his current space is the destination selected.

8.8.4 Implementing Event Text, Example #2
Errata: The example text incorrectly says that NP Congress could remove Bases from up to two spaces. Per Event Card text, only one Base may be removed.
8.9.3 NP Raj Redeploy, Instruction #1
Clarification: If there are insufficient Sepoys to match Troops in all Provinces, select destinations at random.

Playbook, Non-Player Example 7, page 28
Typo: The map graphic is missing the Unrest marker in Punjab.

PAC, Muslim League
MAJOR Typo: Disregard “Accompanying Op” under Non-Cooperation.
Clarification: Persuade may not remove Gandhi.

Event Card 32
Clarification: Unshaded Event may not move Bases to Out of Play.

Arjuna Card B
Typo: Deploy instruction 2 should read “Get 3 Troops to remaining Cities”. We apologize for the horrendous misspelling.

Arjuna Cards Z and ZZ
Typo: Ignore the “1+” next to the Activation Number die icon.